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Abstract
An experimental and theoretical comparative study of InAs quantum dots grown
on (001) and (113)B InP substrates is performed. The difference between the
optical transitions in the dots on the two substrates is attributed to strain effects.
The influence of the first InP capping layer is also studied.

1. Introduction

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) produced by Stranski–Krastanov growth have attracted
intensive research interest over the last few years because of their reduced dimensionality and
the opportunity that they offer for the study of the confinement of electrons and holes [1, 2].
Moreover, QDs seem to be very promising for applications in many categories of semiconductor
device. It has been demonstrated, for example, that QD lasers have superior characteristics:
low threshold current densities, small chirp [3–7]. The growth of InAs QDs on InP substrates
has been proposed, in order to achieve nanostructure-based devices emitting at the optical
telecommunication wavelength (1.55 µm) [8–10]. Moreover, new growth methods have
been developed for controlling the emission energy and reducing the photoluminescence (PL)
linewidth [8]. Over the last few years, accurate theoretical models have been used to achieve
a precise description of the electronic structure of QDs [11–13]. Among these models, the
eight-band k · p Hamiltonian, together with the envelope function approximation, has been
used more or less as a standard model, in the particular case of InAs QDs grown on GaAs
substrates. However, in order to follow these approaches, a very good knowledge of the dot
geometry, the material parameters, the chemical composition and the strain distribution is
required [13, 14]. This has not been achieved yet for InAs QDs on InP substrate. Recently,
a new growth procedure has been proposed, namely the double-cap (DC) process, which
has proved to be efficient for controlling the dot height and reducing drastically the height
dispersion [8], but a precise experimental description of all the dot parameters is still lacking.
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Figure 1. PL spectra measured at room temperature from samples grown with various thicknesses
of the first InP cap layer. The substrate orientation is (001). Sample A is a reference sample
without an InP capping layer. Samples D, C, B correspond to first-InP-cap-layer thickness equal
to respectively 2, 3 and 4 nm. The WL luminescence is indicated by an arrow.

In this work we have performed a first experimental and theoretical comparative study of
InAs QDs grown following the DC procedure [8] either on (001) or on (113)B InP substrate.
A simplified theoretical model is used, taking into account strain and surface orientation.

2. Experimental study

The experimental details of the sample growth have been presented in earlier papers [8, 15, 16].
The InAs QDs were grown at 480 ◦C on an InP lattice-matched Ga0.2In0.8As0.435P0.565 (Q1.18)
buffer layer during the same growth run on (001) or (113)B InP substrates, using a gas
source molecular beam epitaxy system. Firstly, the QDs are formed by the deposition of
2.1 monolayers of InAs. Then, the DC growth procedure is carried out. A first thin InP layer
(the first cap layer) is deposited to completely cover the smallest dots, leaving the top of the
biggest dots free. Then an annealing under P2 flux during the growth turns the non-covered
InAs part of the biggest dots into an InAsP alloy. The main effect is that the height of the
biggest island is strongly reduced. Finally, the growth of a Q1.18 layer is carried out.

Figures 1 and 2 show PL spectra recorded on QD samples grown on (001) and (113)B
surfaces respectively. In both cases, sample A is a reference sample without an InP capping
layer and growth interruption, i.e. as-grown QDs. Samples B, C, D correspond to DC QDs,
with a first-InP-cap-layer thickness equal to 40, 30 and 20 Å respectively. First, comparison of
the spectra A of the as-grown QDs samples enable us to propose several characteristics of the
QDs grown with the two different substrate orientations. The (001) QDs are characterized by a
very broad FWHM (full width at half-maximum) of the PL peak (>100 meV) and a low optical
emission energy (<0.7 eV), in comparison with those grown on the (113)B substrate (71 meV
and 0.7 eV respectively). This indicates a narrower height dispersion of the QDs grown on
InP (113)B substrates. Indeed, the height histogram of the uncapped InAs QDs grown on the
(001) InP substrate reveals that the height distribution is very large when compared to that for
the (113)B substrate [15]. The smaller QD height on the (113)B substrate may also explain
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Figure 2. PL spectra measured at room temperature from samples grown with various thicknesses
of the first InP cap layer. The substrate orientation is (113)B. Sample A is a reference sample
without an InP capping layer. Samples D, C, B correspond to InP cap layer thickness equal to
respectively 2, 3 and 4 nm. The WL luminescence is indicated by an arrow.

the higher optical emission energy. The capped QDs grown on (001) and (113)B substrates
have been estimated to be 70 and 50 Å high and 450 and 350 Å wide [15] respectively. On
applying the DC procedure (spectra B, C, D), one can see a clear blue-shift of the QD emission
of about 180 meV for the (113)B QDs. This clearly indicates that the quantum confinement
increases with decreasing QD height, which means that the dot heights are effectively reduced
as expected. For QDs grown on (113)B substrate, it has been shown that the PL linewidth
changes from 70 meV for the reference sample to 50 meV for the sample with a first-cap-layer
thickness equal to 30 Å, despite the detrimental effect of a higher confinement [8]. The same
phenomenon is observed for QDs grown on (001) substrate (figure 1). For the same first-cap-
layer thickness of 30 Å, the PL linewidth is then equal to 50 meV on the (113)B InP surface
(figure 2) and 95 meV on the (001) InP surface (figure 1). This effect is probably related to
the larger height distribution measured for uncapped QDs grown on (001) InP surfaces [15].
Arrows in figures 1 and 2 indicate that for sample D, luminescence from the wetting layer (WL)
is observed. In both cases, the WL luminescence peak is located at about 0.92 eV. The WL
luminescence is enhanced for the (113)B sample. This is probably due to a stronger QD–WL
electronic coupling in that case. The QD luminescence is observed at 0.805 eV for the (001)
sample and 0.875 eV for the (113)B sample, closer to the WL luminescence energy.

3. Theoretical study

We present now a first attempt to study theoretically two effects which are important for the
electronic and optical properties of InAs grown on InP substrate by the DC procedure. The
first effect is due to the orientation of the InP substrate. The second effect is the quantum
confinement related to the thickness of the first cap layer. When considering both effects, we
must point out that a precise experimental description of the dot parameters (shape, strain,
composition, . . . ), as in the case of InAs/GaAs [14], is lacking. Therefore we have decided
to use simplified models. We model the deformation of capped QDs on the (001)-or (113)B-
oriented substrate surfaces assuming that they are equivalent to epitaxial layers with a coherent
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interface [17, 18]. This approximation may be justified: first, the QDs height/width ratio is
very small (∼1/10) and, second, the QDs grown by the DC procedure are truncated with a
flattened upper surface [8]. For the reference system of the cubic lattice, the deformation tensor
for the InAs layer on the (001) and on the (113)B InP substrates are calculated:

ei j =
[−0.031 0 0

0 −0.031 0
0 0 0.034

]
ei j =

[−0.030 0.001 0.011
0.001 −0.030 0.011
0.011 0.011 0.026

]
.

(001) (113)B

For the (001)-oriented InP surface, the strain tensor is due to a biaxial compression leading
to tetragonal deformation of the InAs lattice. For the (113)B-oriented InP surface, shear strains
appear. Our approximation corresponds to homogeneous deformations inside the QD. Some
authors [19] have performed accurate strain calculations for InAs/GaAs QDs of various shapes.
For flat and wide QDs, they found that the strain components do not extend through the QD and
that the constant-strain approximation is quite reasonable. The same conclusion is drawn for
InAs/InP(001) QDs using an atomistic valence force-field description [20]. This is consistent
with Raman scattering experimental results for InAs/InP(001) QDs [21].

In [22], the authors developed an electronic model for InAs/GaAs QDs. A one-particle
Hamiltonian is defined for QDs with cylindrical symmetry. A one-band effective mass
approximation is used both for the conduction band (CB) and for the valence band (VB). This
approach yields interesting results if the mechanical strain is taken into account to renormalize
the energy gaps and effective VB and CB masses [23, 24]. But in the compressive case of
quantum wells, two other effects are predicted: the effective CB mass becomes anisotropic and
the light-hole (LH) band shifts below the heavy-hole (HH) band [23]. A one-band effective
mass approximation with renormalized band gaps and effective VB and CB masses is not able to
reproduce the effect of strong band mixing. Non-parabolic dispersions of the HH and LH bands
may be associated with HH–LH band mixing. It has previously been shown [19], however,
that for flat and wide QDs, the HH and LH potentials are well separated. For that reason, we
consider the HH band alone with a renormalized potential and renormalized effective masses
only. In our model the CB band is also decoupled from the other bands but with a renormalized
potential and renormalized effective masses. It is important to notice that for InAs/InP QDs
the influence of strains is less important than for InAs/GaAs QDs, because the lattice mismatch
is only equal to about 3.1% in the former case whereas it is equal to 7.2% in the latter case.

The strained 8 ×8k ·p Hamiltonian [25] for bulk strained InAs has been used to calculate
the 3D dispersion curves and effective masses in the reference system of the cubic lattice
(crystallographic axes) and in the reference system of the epitaxial layer for the (001) surface
and for the (113)B surface. In this last case, the basis vectors in the reference system of the
epitaxial layer are [3, 3, 2̄], [1̄, 1, 0] and [113]. Band structure parameters for InAs have been
taken from [26]. Figure 3 shows the dispersion curves for bulk InAs strained on the (113)B
surface calculated at T = 0 K. The HH band is decoupled from the LH band. The CB band and
HH band dispersion curves along the [113] growth axis are different from the ones along the
[3, 3, 2̄] and [1̄, 1, 0] axes. There is a strong anisotropy between the in-plane (growth plane)
masses and the out-of-plane mass. There is also a small anisotropy in the growth plane between
the [3, 3, 2̄] and [1̄, 1, 0] directions. This anisotropy is neglected in our calculations and a mean
value is considered for the CB and HH in-plane masses. An important result is that the gap
between CB and HH bands increases at low temperature (2 K) from 0.418 eV for unstrained
InAs to 0.536 eV for bulk InAs strained on the (113)B InP surface. For bulk InAs strained on
the (001) InP surface, the gap is equal to 0.494 eV. The effect of substrate orientation is then
estimated to be 42 meV for the gap. The CB and HH parabolic band structure parameters are
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Figure 3. Electronic energy dispersion curves calculated from a 8 × 8 bulk strained Hamiltonian
in the case of (113)B InP substrate. The [332̄], [11̄0] and [113] directions are indicated. BC, HH
and LH correspond respectively to the conduction, HH and LH bands.

Table 1. The CB and HH parabolic band structure parameters and confinement potentials with
respect to CB and VB bands of the Q1.18 buffer layer.

(001) surface (113)B surface

Egap (meV) 494 536
min

H H 0.032 0.034
mout

H H 0.341 0.336
min

C B 0.025 0.027
mout

C B 0.044 0.045
Vcon f H H (meV) 364 356
Vcon f C B (meV) 391 356

reported in table 1 together with the CB and HH confinement potentials with respect to CB
and VB bands of the Q1.18 buffer layer.

A simple geometry of the QDs is considered in the simulation. The reference capped
QDs are represented by half of an ellipsoid. On the (001) substrate, the height is 70 Å and
the diameter 450 Å [15]. On the (113)B substrate, the height is 50 Å and the diameter
350 Å [8]. The effect of the first cap layer for DC QDs is simulated by truncating the top of the
ellipsoid above the first-cap-layer thickness (40, 30 or 20 Å) (figure 4(a)). There is a cylindrical
symmetry because the QD geometry is unchanged by applying any rotation around the growth
axis (C∞v symmetry group). The k · p Hamiltonian representation of the Bloch functions is
compatible with a cylindrical representation used in [22]. The one-particle Hamiltonian can
be written either for the HH or for the electron [22]:

H = H z + H r,θ + V (r, z) (1)

with

H z = − h̄2

2

∂

∂z

1

mz
(r,z)

∂

∂z

H r,θ = − h̄2

2

[
1

r

∂

∂r

r

mr
(r,z)

∂

∂r
+

1

mr
(r,z)

∂2

r2 ∂θ2

]
.

(2)
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Figure 4. (a) The shape of the QD considered in the calculation corresponds to a truncated
ellipsoid. H is the height of the QD and D is the diameter of the ellipsoid. (b) Electronic energy
levels calculated at T = 0 K for a H = 3 nm QD grown on the (113)B surface.

Due to the cylindrical symmetry, the confinement potential V (r, z) is not separable and
couples the motions along z and in the (r, θ) plane. The variables r and z are also coupled by
the non-separable dependence of these effective masses along z and r . Taking into account the
commutation of H and ∂/∂θ , the eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger equation can be calculated
as �(r, θ, z) = ϕ(r, z)einθ where n is the angular momentum and the new expression for H r,θ

is

H r,θ = −h2

2

[
1

r

∂

∂r

r

mr
(r,z)

∂

∂r
− n2

mr
(r,z)r

2

]
. (3)

In [22], the authors study cones such as InAs/GaAs QDs. The solution of the one-
particle Hamiltonian was decomposed in the finite basis of symmetry-adapted orthonormalized
functions formed by the products of Bessel functions of integer order n (angular momentum)
and sine functions of z. We applied a 2D finite-difference method to the one-particle
Hamiltonian with a variable step along the z-axis in order to achieve a good precision for
numerical computations. For simple cylindrical or conical shapes, we checked that the finite-
difference method yield the same results as the method of [22]. The energy levels may be
labelled according to the n-value: for S states, n = 0; for P states, n = 1; and for D states,
n = 2.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the gap (fundamental 1s–1s optical transition energy) as a function of dot
height. Theoretically calculated transition energies are represented by a continuous curve ((113)B
surface) or a dashed curve ((001) surface). Experimental points are indicated in the same figure
assuming that the InP capping layer thickness is equal to the dot height. The closed and open
squares correspond respectively to the QDs on the (113)B and (001) surfaces.

Figure 4(b) shows the electronic spectrum for an InAs DC QD grown on a (113)B InP
substrate with Q1.18 buffer layers. The thickness of the first InP cap layer is equal to 30 Å. The
fundamental optical transition corresponds to the 1S–1S CB–HH electronic transition. The
first optical transition between excited 1P states is predicted to be 48 meV above the 1S–1S
fundamental transition. This is smaller than comparative values for InAs/GaAs QDs. Further
experimental studies must be performed in order to check this result.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the 1S–1S transition energy as a function of the dot height.
Experimental points (assuming the dot height to be the thickness of the first cap layer) and
theoretical curves are reported for both the (001) and (113)B InP substrates. Experimental
measurements and theoretical calculations show that the gap between BC and HH bands is
larger for the (113)B InP surface. This effect may be mainly due to the increase of the strained
bulk InAs gap. These curves also indicate that there is not a linear relation between the
transition energy and the dot height. The experimental transition energy for the dot height
corresponds to a smaller effective thickness in the theoretical calculations. The differences
between the InP capping layer thicknesses and effective calculated heights are equal to about
0.5 nm. This may be attributed to As/P exchange, which tends to reduce the height of the
QD [8]. An important difference between InAs/InP and InAs/GaAs lies in the fact that in
the former case the III element is common. As/P exchanges play an important role during
the growth of InAs/InP QDs. Indeed, the growth interruption performed under phosphorus
flux and the growth of a Q1.18 buffer layer do not correspond to the simple truncation of the
QD [15]. It is known that these two processes lead to further reductions of the height for all
the QDs. The height reduction is certainly less effective for small DC QDs than for large QDs.
This interpretation is consistent with the fact that the height distribution is narrowed but also
shifted (figures 1 and 2). It may also explain why the effective thickness in the theoretical
calculations is smaller than the capping layer thickness.

In figure 5, we may also notice that the variation between the calculated transition energy
and the dot height is parallel to the variation between the experimental transition energy and
the capping layer thickness only for the (113)B InP substrate. For the (001) InP substrate, the
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difference between the two curves decreases with the QD height. A possible explanation for
this observation is that growth interruption under phosphorus used previously for QD growth
on (113)B InP substrate [8] has a different effect for QDs grown on (001) InP substrate. The
protection due to the capping layer could be different in that case, leading to a larger effective
thickness for smaller capping layer thickness. A second possible explanation is that the lateral
quantum confinement is less important and different for QDs grown on (001) InP substrate.
Indeed it is known that the 2D–0D transition during the growth is difficult on (001) InP
substrate [21] due to the low lattice mismatch between InAs and InP. This is one of the reasons
that the (113)B InP substrate has been chosen [8]. QDs, quantum wires or even separated
quantum wells are formed on (001) InP substrate, depending on the growth conditions [27].
Weak changes of the growth conditions lead to large changes of the nanostructure lateral
morphology. A recent magnetoluminescence study [28] shows that the high-energy optical
transitions sometimes observed for InAs QDs grown on (001) InP substrate are different to the
ones for InAs QDs grown on (001) GaAs substrate. These latter may be clearly attributed to
p or d electronic states.

We finally add a comment on the internal piezoelectric field effect in InAs/InP QDs. The
presence of piezoelectric effects in strained layer heterostructures is well known for high-
index substrates and is related to off-diagonal homogeneous strains [29–31]. There is a lack
of information on the role of piezoelectric effects in the optical properties of QDs [32, 33].
In addition to the above-described off-diagonal homogeneous strains, further ones related to
the QD shape may appear. We believe, however, that, as pointed out by the authors of [33],
for flat QDs piezoelectric effects associated with off-diagonal inhomogeneous strains are not
important. Off-diagonal homogeneous strains may however induce a piezoelectric field and
a permanent polarization for QDs grown on (113) InP substrate. It is possible to evaluate the
internal piezoelectric field on the basis of our uniformly strained 2D InAs slab model [29, 32].
The permanent polarization calculated in the reference system of the epitaxial layer is then
equal to (1.24, 0, 0.69) × 10−3 C m−2. There is no polarization along the [1̄, 1, 0] direction
for symmetry reasons. The internal piezoelectric field is along the [1, 1, 3] direction and is
equal to 51 kV cm−1. This value is much smaller than the one calculated for InAs QDs grown
on (113) GaAs substrate [32]. This is due to the smaller lattice mismatch between InAs and
InP. Experimental determination by the method proposed in [33] is possible. Such work is in
progress in our laboratory on p–i–n devices [34]. However, the quantum-confined Stark shift
(QCSS) is not expected to be important in our case. In [33], for an internal piezoelectric field
equal to 170 kV cm−1, the QCSS is found experimentally to be on the order of 2–3 meV. The
QCSS is a quadratic effect; thus we do not expect a large QCSS for a value of 51 kV cm−1.
The difference between quantum wells and QDs can be understood on the basis of the QCSS
formula for quantum wells with an infinite confinement potential [26, 31]. This formula
contains an L4-dependence on the quantum well thickness. As a first approximation, one may
consider our flat QDs to be about three times thinner than conventional quantum wells and
may expect the QCSS to be very small.

4. Conclusions

We have performed an experimental and theoretical comparative study of the electronic energy
levels and optical transitions in InAs QDs grown on (001) and (113)B InP substrates. The
differences between the optical transitions in the QDs on the two substrates are mainly due
to strain effects. The variation of the optical transition energy as a function of the first-cap-
layer thickness was measured. It was compared to the calculated optical transition energy as a
function of the dot height. The theoretical calculations predict that the difference between the
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1s–1s and 1p–1p optical transitions is smaller than in the InAs/GaAs system. The theoretical
model is a first attempt to calculate electronic properties of InAs/InP QDs. It may be improved
by going beyond the cylindrical approximation and by using the 8 × 8 strained Hamiltonian
for the envelope functions. Further experimental work should also be performed to get a better
description of the InAs/InP QDs geometry, composition and strains.
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